
Study N-100 June 1, 1994

Memorandum 94-26

Administrative Adjudication: Template Approach

Attached to this memorandum is the restructured administrative adjudication

statute. The redraft incorporates decisions made at the Commission’s May 1994

meeting.

A description of the restructured statute precedes the draft. We are circulating

this explanatory material to persons and agencies on the Commission’s mailing

list that have been interested in this project.

Noteworthy changes from the last draft include:

Special Hearing Procedure

The “agency hearing procedure” is redesignated the “special hearing

procedure”. See Sections 631.020 (applicable procedure), 633.010-633.050 (special

hearing).

Regulations Adopting Special Hearing Procedure

The former draft of the template approach required an agency adopting the

approach to include regulations conforming to the template requirements of

freedom from bias, restriction of ex parte contacts, etc. In the present draft the

staff has simplified this by applying the template requirements directly to all

agency special hearing procedures. It is not necessary to adopt a regulation for

this purpose.  An agency may adopt parallel or more extensive regulations if that

is desired. See Section 633.030 (requirements of special hearing procedure).

The reason for this change is to minimize the burden on agencies to adopt

regulations for provisions that are mandatory anyway, and to defuse the issue of

whether an agency’s regulations in fact satisfy the statutory standards. It should

be noted that this shift in approach destroys the template aspect of the “template

approach”!

Expedited Procedure for Adoption of Regulations

The draft enables an agency to specify that existing regulations shall be the

agency’s special hearing procedure. This minimizes the regulation-adopting

burden on agencies. The current draft states that, if the agency incorporates
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existing regulations, the existing regulations need not be further processed. Only

the new regulation specifying that the existing regulations will be the applicable

special hearing procedure must go through the regulation adoption process.

Section 633.050 (adoption of existing regulations as special hearing procedure).

The normal regulation adoption process is also expedited. The draft allows

interim regulations for immediate agency action, good for up to 18 months before

permanent regulations are put in place. Section 610.940 (adoption of regulations).

Herb Bolz of OAL and Dick Ratliff of the Energy Commission, responding to the

Commission’s request for suggestions on this scheme, have proposed that 3 more

months be allowed in the case of permanent regulations that are well along in the

process but have not yet been finalized. We have incorporated this proposal in

Section 610.940(b).

The current draft also provides that permanent regulations will not be subject

to OAL review on the ground of necessity. The thought behind this is that the

agency conducting a hearing should be the one determining whether special

provisions are needed for its hearing, not OAL. It should be noted that the

Bolz/Ratliff team would provide full OAL review.

A compromise approach, based on a Bolz/Ratliff suggestion, would limit

OAL review on necessity (and perhaps require review only for authority,

consistency, and clarity) where readoption or incorporation of existing agency

procedures is in issue, but provide full OAL review of new regulations on

administrative adjudication. This would have the virtue of allowing agencies

readily to continue to use existing procedures, while encouraging uniformity (by

discouraging variant regulations) when new hearings are created in the future.

Challenge to Validity of Template Regulations

We have added a provision that template regulations cannot be challenged on

the basis of inconsistency with statute except in case of actual prejudice caused

by the inconsistency. Section 633.040(d) (regulations governing special hearing

procedure). The Comment to this provision notes the presumption in favor of the

validity of duly adopted agency regulations; however, we were unable to find a

consistently enunciated standard of judicial review in the cases.

Removal of Procedural Provisions from Template Requirements

We have separated the substance of the template requirements from strictly

procedural provisions embedded in the formal hearing. Some of the procedural
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provisions are substantive in character, however, and these we have not touched.

E.g., bias is a ground of disqualification; ex parte communications must be

disclosed on the record.

Please note that Section 648.540(b) of the formal hearing procedure requires

that a party that requests an opportunity to comment on an ex parte

communication be allowed to do so if the request is made within 10 days after

notice of the communication. This appears to be a reasonable limitation, and we

have allowed this procedural provision to be incorporated by the template

provisions. This would not preclude an agency from providing a more liberal

time period in its special hearing procedure.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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